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Abstract
Let A, B be invertible positive operators on a Hilbert space H. We present some
improved reverses of Young type inequalities, in particular,
(1 – ν)2ν (A∇B) + (1 – ν)2(1–ν)H2ν (A,B)≥ 2(1 – ν)(AB)
and
(1 – ν)2νH2ν (A,B) + (1 – ν)2(1–ν)(A∇B)≥ 2(1 – ν)(AB),
where 0≤ υ ≤ 12 .
We also give some new inequalities involving the Heinz mean for the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
1 Introduction
LetH be a Hilbert space and let Bh(H) be the semi-space of all bounded linear self-adjoint
operators on H . Further, let B(H) and B(H)+, respectively, denote the set of all bounded
linear operators on a complex Hilbert space H and set of all positive operators in Bh(H).
The set of all positive invertible operators is denoted by B(H)++. For A,B ∈ B(H), A∗ de-
notes the conjugate operator of A. An operator A ∈ B(H) is positive, and we write A≥ , if
(Ax,x)≥  for every vector x ∈H . If A and B are self-adjoint operators, the order relation
A≥ Bmeans, as usual, that A–B is a positive operator. The theory of operator means for
positive (bounded linear) operators on a Hilbert space was initiated by Ando and estab-
lished by him and Kubo in connection with Lowners theory for the operator monotone
functions [].
An operatormean is a binary operation σ deﬁned on the set of strictly positive operators,
if the following conditions hold:
() A≤ C,B≤D ⇒ AσB≤ CσD.
() An ↓ A,Bn ↓ B ⇒ AnσBn ↓ AσB.
() T∗(AσB)T ≤ (T∗AT)σ (T∗BT) for T ∈ B(H).
() Iσ I = I.
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In addition,AσB = A  f (A – BA – )A  for all strictly positive operatorsA andB. Themono-
tone function f is called the representing function of σ . Let A,B ∈ B(H) be two positive
operators and ν ∈ [, ], then the ν-weighted arithmetic mean of A and B, denoted by
A∇νB, is deﬁned as A∇νB = ( – ν)A + νB. If A is invertible, the ν-geometric mean of
A and B, denoted by AνB, is deﬁned as AνB = A

 (A – BA – )νA  . In addition, if both
A and B are invertible, the ν-harmonic mean of A and B, denoted by A!νB is deﬁned as
A!νB = (( – v)A– + vB–)–. For more details, see Kubo and Ando []. When v =  , we





where A,B ∈ B(H)++, and ν ∈ [, ]. The operator version of the Heron means is denoted
by
Fα(A,B) = ( – α)(AB) + α(A∇B)
for ≤ α ≤ . It is well known that if A and B are positive invertible operators, then
A∇νB≥ AνB≥ A!νB
for  < ν < .
To obtain inequalities for bounded self-adjoint operators on Hilbert space, we shall use
the following monotonicity property for operator functions:
If X ∈ Bh(H) with a spectrum Sp(X) and f , g are continuous real-valued functions on
Sp(X), then
f (t)≥ g(t), t ∈ Sp(X) ⇒ f (X)≥ g(X). (.)
For more details as regards this property, the reader is referred to [].
The classical Young inequality says that if a,b≥  and ν ∈ [, ], then
aνb–ν ≤ νa + ( – ν)b (.)
with the equality if and only if a = b.
Zhao et al. [] gave an inequality for the Heinz and Heron means as follows:
If A and B are two positive and invertible operators, then
Hν(A,B)≤ Fα(ν)(A,B) (.)
for ν ∈ [, ], where α(ν) =  – (ν – ν).
Kai in [] gave the following Young type inequalities:
νa + ( – ν)b≥ ν(√a –√b) + ννaνb–ν (.)
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for ν ∈ [,  ]. Recently, Burqan and Khandaqji [] gave the following reverse of the scalar
Young type inequality:
νa + ( – ν)b≤ ( – ν)(√a –√b) + aν[( – ν)b]–ν (.)
for ν ∈ [,  ]. Also we have
νa + ( – ν)b≤ ν(√a –√b) + ννaνb–ν (.)
for ν ∈ [  , ].
2 The results and discussion
In this section, we present some converses of the Young inequality and give several reﬁne-
ments for matrices and operators.
2.1 Reverses of scalar Young type inequalities
First, we get reverses of the inequalities (.), (.), and (.).
Theorem  Let a,b >  and ν ∈ [,  ]. Then
( – ν)ν
[
( – ν)a + νb
]




(ν)a + ( – ν)b
]
+ a–ν( – ν)νbν ≥ ( – ν)√ab. (.)
Proof If ≤ ν ≤  , then by inequality (.), we have
( – ν)ν
[
( – ν)a + νb
]
+ aν( – ν)(–ν)b–ν – ( – ν)
√
ab
≥ ( – ν)ν[a–νbν] + aν( – ν)(–ν)b–ν – ( – ν)√ab










(ν)a + ( – ν)b
]
+ a–ν( – ν)νbν – ( – ν)
√
ab
≥ ( – ν)ν[a–νbν] + aν( – ν)(–ν)b–ν – ( – ν)√ab
=
(
a –ν ( – ν)νbν – aν( – ν)(–ν)b –ν
) ≥ . 
Theorem  Let a,b >  and ν ∈ [,  ]. Then
( – ν)νa–νbν + ( – ν)(–ν)
[
νa + ( – ν)b
] ≥ ( – ν)√ab, (.)
( – ν)ν
[
( – ν)a + νb
]
+ aνb–ν( – ν)(–ν) ≥ ( – ν)√ab. (.)
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Proof If ≤ ν ≤  , then by inequality (.), we have
( – ν)νa–νbν + ( – ν)(–ν)
[
νa + ( – ν)b
]
– ( – ν)
√
ab
≥ ( – ν)νa–νbν + ( – ν)(–ν)aνb–ν – ( – ν)√ab
= ( – ν)νa–νbν + aν
[
( – ν)b










( – ν)a + νb
]
+ aνb–ν( – ν)(–ν) – ( – ν)
√
ab
≥ ( – ν)νa–νbν + aν[( – ν)b](–ν) – ( – ν)√ab
=
(
a –ν ( – ν)νb ν – a ν ( – ν)(–ν)b –ν
) ≥ . 



























≥ ( – ν)(√ab). (.)
2.2 Reverses of operator Young type inequalities
We begin this section with the reverses of Young type inequalities for operators.
Theorem  Let A,B ∈ B(H)++ and ν ∈ [,  ]. Then
( – ν)ν(A∇B) + ( – ν)(–ν)Hν(A,B)≥ ( – ν)(AB)
and
( – ν)νHν(A,B) + ( – ν)(–ν)(A∇B)≥ ( – ν)(AB).
Proof If ν ∈ [,  ], the inequality (.), for a = , b > , becomes
( – ν)ν
[
( – ν) + νb
]
+ ( – ν)(–ν)b–ν ≥ ( – ν)√b. (.)
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The operator X = A– BA–  has a positive spectrum. According to rule (.), we can insert
A– BA–  in the above inequality, i.e., we have
( – ν)ν
[
( – ν) + νA– BA– 
]




≥ ( – ν)(A– BA–  )  . (.)
Finally, if we multiply inequality (.) by A  on the left and right, we get
( – ν)ν
[
( – ν)A + νB
]
+ ( – ν)(–ν)(A–νB)≥ ( – ν)(AB). (.)
By replacing A by B and B by A, we have
( – ν)ν
[
( – ν)B + νA
]
+ ( – ν)(–ν)(AνB)≥ ( – ν)(AB), (.)
and by the sum of (.) and (.), we have
( – ν)ν(A∇B) + ( – ν)(–ν)Hν(A,B)≥ ( – ν)(AB).
Similarly, the inequality (.) implies that
( – ν)νHν(A,B) + ( – ν)(–ν)(A∇B)≥ ( – ν)(AB). 
Using the same strategy as in the proof of Theorem  and inequalities (.) and (.), we
get the following theorems.
Theorem  Let A,B ∈ B(H)++ and ν ∈ [,  ]. Then
( – ν)νHν(A,B) + ( – ν)(–ν)(A∇B)≥ ( – ν)(AB).
Theorem  Let A,B ∈ B(H)++ and ν ∈ [,  ] Then
( – ν)(–ν)Hν(A,B) + ( – ν)ν(A∇B)≥ ( – ν)(AB).
2.3 Reverses of Young type inequalities for matrices
In the following, let Mn(C) be the space of all n × n complex matrices. For Hermitian
matrices A,B ∈ Mn(C), we write A ≥  if A is positive semideﬁnite, A >  if A is positive
deﬁnite, and A≥ B if A – B≥ .





 , where s(A)≥ s(A)≥ · · · ≥ sn(A) are the singular values of A, which are the
eigenvalues of the positive semideﬁnite matrix |A| = (AA∗)  , arranged in decreasing order
and repeated according to multiplicity. It is well known that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is
unitarily invariant.
For more information on matrix versions of the Young inequality (.) the reader is re-
ferred to []. In this section, wewill discuss the reverse Heinzmean inequality for unitarily
invariant norms.
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which was introduced by Bhatia [].
The matrix version of the inequality
ab≤Hν(a,b)≤ a∇b,

















The second part of the inequality (.) is known as the Heinz inequality. Let  ≤ ν ≤ ,















Meanwhile, Kittaneh and Manasarah [] also obtained two reﬁnements of the Heinz in-








































































It is weaker than the inequality (.) and it is equivalent to the inequality (.) for the










∥tA XB  +AX +XB
∥
∥. (.)





























which is an improvement of (.). Zou also, in [], has proved another Heinz inequality
for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm as follows.
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Kittaneh andManasarah in [] have showed that ifA andB are positive deﬁnitematrices,
X ∈Mn and ν ∈ [, ], then










 + R‖AX –XB‖,
where R = max{υ,  – υ}.
Bakherad andMoslehian [] improved the Young inequality and obtained the following
inequalities:






where A and B are positive deﬁnite matrices, X ∈Mn(C) and ν > .










≥ ( – ν)∥∥A XB  ∥∥.
Proof SinceA and B are positive semideﬁnite, it follows by the spectral theorem that there
exist unitary matrices U ,V ∈Mn such that
A =UU∗ and B = VV ∗,
where
 = diag(λ, . . . ,λn),  = diag(μ, . . . ,μn), λi,μi ≥ , i = , . . . ,n.
Let









U∗)X(V–ν V ∗) + (U–ν U∗)X(VνV ∗)

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= U
ν



















































































j + λ–νi μνj


















Using the same strategy as in the proof of Theorem  and inequalities (.) and (.), we
get the following theorems.












≥ ∥∥( – ν)A XB  ∥∥.










≥ ∥∥( – ν)A XB  ∥∥.
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3 Conclusions
In the present paper we got reverses of the scalar Young type inequality and using them
we obtained the reverses of Young type inequalities for operators. Then we considered the
reverse Heinz mean inequality for unitarily invariant norms and established the following










≥ ( – ν)∥∥A XB  ∥∥,
where A,B,X ∈Mn such that A and B are positive deﬁnite and ν ∈ [,  ].
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